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Abstract. In this paper, we present a sketch-based user interface for a
content-based image search using sample photos. Our sketch-based user inter-
face diverts a part of the images and their color extracted from sample photos,
which are obtained from image resources, such as an image search result, to a
sketch, and supports a user to draw a more practical sketch as a query. This
feature of the proposed sketch-based user interface allows a user to make a
sketch-based query according to the thought and image of the user by painting
and decorating the sketch using fragments of images snipped from sample
photos and their colors. Thus, the proposed sketch-based user interface can help
a user to make a sketch for the image retrieval by leveraging objects and colors
that actually appear in images and photos. In the experiment using our proto-
type, we evaluated the feasibility of our approach.
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1 Introduction

In the field of the content-based image retrieval (CBIR) [1], a sketch-based query is a
query for an image search that is performed by drawing a sketch that represents the
user’s thought and image. A sketch-based query allows us to obtain the desired images
by intuitively sketching what we want to query, even if we cannot have any query
keywords.

However, we often redraw our sketch by improving the colors and shapes until a
search system returns appropriate images. A user’s repeated redrawing would decrease
the convenience of the sketch-based query. Furthermore, even if we sketch well what
we want to query, we might not find the objective images when there is no image that
has the similar features of color and shape as the user’s sketch in an image database.
For example, we usually draw a sketch using a few colors, not like a photo where
various colors appear. Therefore, there is a possibility that appropriate images will not
be obtained in the search result when using a sketch-based query because the sketch
does not include the colors that appear in target images in the image database (Fig. 5).
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In this study, we present a sketch-based user interface (sketch UI) for an image
search using sample photos. Our sketch UI provides the function of diverting a part of
the images and their colors extracted from sample photos, which are obtained from
image resources, such as an image search result, to a sketch and helps a user to draw a
more practical sketch as a query. This feature of the proposed sketch UI allows a user to
make a sketch-based query according to the thought and imagination of the user by
painting and decorating the sketch using fragments of images snipped from sample
photos and their colors. Thus, the proposed sketch UI can help a user to make a sketch
for the image retrieval by leveraging objects and colors that actually appear in images
and photos.

In this study, we implemented a prototype of an image search system with a
sketch-based user interface that is available through a Web browser. To achieve basic
functionality for CBIR, we used a histogram intersection method [1] and a perceptual
hash method [3] for the color and outline comparison between images, respectively. In
the experiment using our prototype, we evaluated the feasibility of our approach. In the
experiment, we prepared 97 images and 8 patterns of sketch-based queries to compare
our proposed sketch UI with a baseline approach with a simple sketch functionality.
The experimental results showed that our proposed sketch-based user interface could
reduce the cost of making a sketch-based query and increase the opportunity for a
searcher to obtain the desired images from an image database, especially when a color
feature is a significant factor for the image search.

2 Motivating Example

The query-by-sketch image retrieval system [2, 6] allows a user to draw a sketch and
retrieve the desired images based on the sketch by applying the content-based image
retrieval (CBIR) method [4, 5]. One of the merits of query-by-sketch image retrieval is
the flexibility to make an image-based query; however, there is a possibility that the
features of a sketched image input as a query do not match those of the target images in
the database in the retrieval process because a user freely chooses colors and draws
various types of shapes in the sketch. As a result, the image retrieval system cannot
return the desired images to the user according to the sketch-based query.

A relevance feedback method for the query-by-sketch image retrieval is proposed,
where a searcher obtains objective images by selecting relevant images in the search
result and adding their features to the original query [2, 7, 8]. In [2, 8], the semantics
extraction from query images using the relevance feedback was studied. In [2], a
query-by-sketch image retrieval method was proposed to reduce the semantic gap
between low-level features and high-level semantics by adopting relevance feedback.
In addition, He et al. presented a leaning method for capturing the semantics of images
through the relevance feedback [8]. Furthermore, in [7], Shen et al. proposed a method
for optimizing the relevance feedback search by query prediction based on the previ-
ously executed iterations’ queries. However, these methods cannot always allow us to
represent our thoughts and images as a query because the composed image query
consists of the features of whole images that the searcher selects as relevant. For
example, suppose that a searcher inputs a sketch of an apple as a query and selects an
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image where one apple appears as a relevant image from the search result through the
relevance feedback process. In this case, the image retrieval system will return images
that are similar to the selected apple image in the second search result. In this example,
when the searcher wants to obtain an image of a tree with many apples, the desired
images will not appear in the higher ranking of the search result, unless an image with a
feature of a tree is also associated with the composed image query in the relevance
feedback.

We incorporate two functions into our sketch UI using sample photos in a target
image database: (1) a function of the color palette creation based on colors appearing in
the sample photos, and (2) a function of the sketch patch using image fragments
snipped from the sample photos. Figures 1 and 2 show examples of these two func-
tions. In the upper illustration of Fig. 1, a user chooses colors in his/her head to sketch
an apple; however, as a result, a system might return irrelevant images in the search
result. On the other hand, in the lower illustration of Fig. 1, we can see that the user can
obtain the proper images of apples in the search result by painting the sketch in a red
color, and a shine color appeared in a sample photo of an apple. To support this
function, the proposed sketch UI dynamically creates a color palette by extracting
colors appearing in sample photos so that a user can choose the colors in the photo for
the sketch.

Fig. 1. Example of color extraction from the sample image (Color figure online)

Fig. 2. Example of the sketch patch using a sample image (Color figure online)
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When a user does not have a talent for painting, the user may not draw a good sketch
and cannot obtain the desired images in the retrieval process, as shown in the upper
illustration of Fig. 2. To help a user to draw an expressive sketch, our sketch UI provides
the sketch patch function to extract what the user wants to draw by snipping parts of
images from sample photos and adding them to the user’s sketch. The lower illustration
of Fig. 2 shows an example of the sketch patch function. In this example, the desired
images of strawberries are retrieved in the search result by extracting partial image
fragments of strawberries from three sample photos and adding them to the sketch.

3 Proposed System

Figure 3 shows an overview of our image search system with the proposed
sketched-based user interface (sketch UI). Our image search system allows a user to
input a sketch-based image as a query and return the search result from an image
database by applying the conventional CBIR method. Figure 4 shows the design of our
sketch UI. The sketch UI mainly consists of (A) color palette, (B) sketch canvas,
(C) search result, (D) image pool for sample photos, and (E) query history.

Fig. 3. System overview

Fig. 4. Image search interface
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Using the sketch UI, a user first draws a sketch on the sketch canvas by choosing
colors from the color palette. Then, an image search result is shown in the search result
area according to the user’s sketch. If there are images that the user wants to divert in
the search result, those images can be copied to the image pools for use as sample
photos. Here, the color list on the color palette is updated based on the colors in the
sample photos. Furthermore, the user extracts image fragments that he/she wants to use
by snipping them from the sample photos and adding them to the sketch. By repeating
these sketch steps, the user can obtain the desired images from the image database.

3.1 A Function of Color Palette Creation

When a user draws a sketch for the image search, the user does not know what colors
should be used to efficiently obtaining the objective images. The function of the color
palette creation helps a user to choose proper colors for drawing a sketch by extracting
colors actually appearing in a set of sample photos in advance and showing them in the
color palette.

The color palette consists of a basic color list and a sample photo’s color list. The
sample photo’s color list on the color palette is updated based on the colors appearing
in the sample photos. Each sample photo in the image pool is extracted to n colors c1,
c2, c3,…, cn. Then, the number of pixels for each n colors is calculated for all sample
photos, and the colors on the sample photo’s color list are sorted according to the pixel
number. Colors that are not used in the sample photos do not appear in the sample
photo’s color list. In addition, the initial colors on the sample photo’s color list are
extracted from all target images in the image database.

Fig. 5. Main functions of the sketch user interface
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3.2 Function of the Sketch Patch

The sketch patch helps a user draw a practical sketch by extracting regions that the user
wants to copy by snipping them from a sample photo and adding them to the user’s
own sketch. First, the user selects a point (xc, yc) where the user wants to patch the
sketch on the canvas; then, the user selects a region from a sample photo. Figure 6
shows an example where a user selects a rectangular region, where top-left coordinate
is a point (xs, ys) and the width and height are w and h, from a sample photo. In this
example, the user patches the snipped regions of apples with a scale s to the specified
point (xc, yc) on the canvas.

3.3 Image Retrieval Method

We apply a conventional image retrieval method for the CBIR. First, we calculate the
edge similarity using a histogram intersection method [1] as follows:

Step 1: Images are reduced to n-colors c1, c2, c3,…, cn
Step 2: A histogram h is created for each image based on the number of pixels for

the n-colors
Step 3: The similarity of colors between a sketch image Is and a target image It is

calculated using the histogram intersection method. Suppose that the score of
the similarity of colors is Sc, and the histograms for Is and It are hs and ht,
respectively:

Sc Is; Itð Þ ¼
Pn

i¼0 minðhs i½ �; ht½i�ÞPn
i¼0 hs½i�

ð1Þ

Next, to calculate the edge similarity between two images, we apply an average
hash method [3] and a hamming distance, as follows:

Step 1: An image is resized to a n� n pixel image, and the color of the image is
converted to a grayscale color image

Fig. 6. Example of the sketch patch using a sample photo
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Step 2: The average value of the grayscale color values is calculated for all pixels in
the image

Step 3: When the grayscale value of a pixel in the image is greater than the average
value, the pixel is set to 1; otherwise, the pixel is set to 0. Thus, an n� n bit
array is created for the n� n pixel image

Step 4: The hamming distance between two bit arrays Bs and Bt for a sketch image Is
and a target image It is applied to calculate the score Se for the edge similarity
between Is and It:

Se Is; Itð Þ ¼ hamming distance Bs;Btð Þ ð2Þ

Finally, we calculate the similarity score Sc,e between a sketch image Is and a target
image It in terms of color and edge using the color score Sc and edge score Se:

Sc;e Is; Itð Þ ¼ aSc þ 1� að ÞSe ð3Þ

where a 0� a� 1ð Þ is a parameter for weighting each score.

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental Environment and Method

In the experiment using our prototype, we evaluated the feasibility of our proposed
method. We prepared 97 images, including 10 correct images of a tree with apples, for
the evaluation. In addition, using three sample photos, as shown in Fig. 6, we sketched
8 patterns for image queries (Fig. 7). To make each sketch, we did not change the
shapes of a tree with apples and the other background objects.

In Fig. 7, the pattern (1) is an initial sketch image that is used as a baseline for the
comparison, and the patterns (2) to (8) are drawn based on the combination of the
proposed method. We compare each pattern of the sketch-based queries in terms of the
recall-precision and the drawing cost of the sketch. In addition, we set the weighting
parameter a to 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 in the Eq. (1).

Fig. 7. Sample images
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4.2 Experimental Results

Figure 9 shows the search results of a recall-precision graph for a ¼ 0:2; 0:4; 0:6; 0:8
using the 8 query sketch images shown in Fig. 8. Figure 9 shows that the precision of
the search results using the query images (2) to (8) is better than the baseline query
image (1) for all four cases.

In addition, when a is a larger value, the tendency of each recall-precision graph
varies and the precision of the sketch images using the proposed method is much better
than the baseline query image. This result indicates that the proposed sketch patch
function is useful when we consider color a more important factor for the image search.
At a ¼ 0:2 and 0:4, the precision of sketches (3), (5), and (7) is better; therefore, the
color red of the apple images from the sample photos positively effects the search
results. Meanwhile, when a is a smaller value, the tendency of each recall-precision
graph becomes similar, and the shape in all sketched is almost the same.

Furthermore, in terms of the drawing cost, we found that it took a long time to
complete a sketch when we used the sketch patch function. On the other hand, it took
less time when we drew a sketch by choosing colors from sample photos. Therefore, to
find sample photos that have effective colors, a user should draw a shape and paint it
using some basic colors and then gradually increase the amount of image patches from

(1) Initial sketch 
(Baseline) 

(2) Paint leaf, apple, and 
trunk with sample photo 
colors 

(3) Patch leaf, apple, and 
trunk from sample photos 

(4) Paint and patch leaf, 
apple, and trunk 

(5) Paint trunk, and patch 
apple and leaf 

(6) Paint apple and leaf, and 
patch trunk 

(7) Paint trunk and leaf, and 
patch apple 

(8) Paint apple, and patch 
trunk and leaf 

Fig. 8. Query sketch images
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the sample photos by leveraging our sketch patch function for retrieving the desired
images in a shorter time.

5 Conclusion

In this study, we proposed a sketch-based query user interface (sketch UI) using sample
photos to support a user’s drawing for an image search. Our sketch UI provides two
functions: color palette creation and sketch patching using sample photos. These two
functions allow a user to efficiently draw a sketch using colors and parts of images
extracted from sample photos. The experimental results using our prototype show that
our sketch UI can improve the precision of the initial image search result. In terms of
the cost of drawing a sketch, we confirmed that we can draw a sketch in a short time
and can find the desired images using both colors and parts of the image from sample
photos. In addition, a user can obtain the desired images in a shorter time by initially
using some basic colors and then gradually increasing the amount of image patches
from sample photos.

In our future work, we will improve the usability of the proposed sketch UI. In
addition, we will evaluate the effectiveness of our sketch UI based on comparison with
other image retrieval systems.

Fig. 9. Search results
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